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ABSTRACT
The democratization of machine learning (ML) has led to ML-based machine vision systems for autonomous
driving, traffic monitoring, and video surveillance. However, true democratization cannot be achieved without
greatly simplifying the process of collecting groundtruth for training and testing these systems. This groundtruth
collection is necessary to ensure good performance under varying conditions. In this paper, we present the
design and evaluation of Satyam, a first-of-its-kind system that enables a layperson to launch groundtruth
collection tasks for machine vision with minimal effort. Satyam leverages a crowdtasking platform, Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and automates several challenging aspects of groundtruth collection: creating and launching
of custom web-UI tasks for obtaining the desired groundtruth, controlling result quality in the face of spammers
and untrained workers, adapting prices to match task complexity, filtering spammers and workers with poor
performance, and processing worker payments. We validate Satyam using several popular benchmark vision data
sets, and demonstrate that groundtruth obtained by Satyam is comparable to that obtained from trained experts
and provides matching ML performance when used for training.
1 INTRODUCTION
The accuracy of deep neural network based machine vision
systems depends on the groundtruth data used to train
them. Practically deployed systems rely heavily on being
trained and tested on groundtruth data from images/videos
obtained from actual deployments. Often, practitioners
start with a model trained on public data sets and then
fine-tune the model by re-training the last few layers
using groundtruth data on images/videos from the actual
deployment (Donahue et al., 2013; Retraining) in order to
improve accuracy in the field.
Obtaining groundtruth data, however, can present a signif-
icant barrier, as annotating images/videos often requires
significant human labor and expertise. Today, practition-
ers use three different approaches to groundtruth collection.
Large companies employ their own trained workforce to
annotate groundtruth. Third parties such as (Spare5) and
(Figure Eight) recruit, train and make available a trained
workforce for annotation. Finally, crowdtasking platforms
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT (AMT, 2018))
provide rapid access to a pool of untrained workers that can
be leveraged to generate groundtruth annotations.
While the first two approaches have the advantage of gener-
ating high quality groundtruth by using a trained workforce,
they incur significant cost in recruitment and training, and
are therefore often limited to well-funded companies. Con-
sequently, employing a crowdtasking platform like AMT
is often a preferred alternative for a large number of ML
practitioners. Using AMT for obtaining groundtruth, how-
ever, presents several challenges that deter its widespread
use. First, requesters may not always have the expertise
needed to create user-friendly web user-interfaces to present
to workers for annotation tasks. Second, worker quality
varies widely in AMT, and results can be corrupted by spam-
mers and bots, so requesters must curate results manually
to obtain good groundtruth. Third, machine vision often re-
quires groundtruth for hundreds or thousands of images and
videos, and generate AMT Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs)
manually is intractable, as is determining which workers
need to be paid, or which workers to recruit.
Goal, Approach and Contributions. In this paper, we
ask: Is it possible to design a groundtruth collection system
that is accessible to non-experts while also being both cost-
effective and accurate? To this end, we discuss the design,
implementation, and evaluation of Satyam1 (§2) which al-
lows non-expert users to launch large groundtruth collection
tasks in under a minute.
Satyam users first place images/video clips at a cloud storage
location. They then specify groundtruth collection declara-
tively using a web-portal. After a few hours to a few days
(depending on the size and nature of the job), Satyam gener-
ates the groundtruth in a consumable format and notifies the
user. Behind the scenes, in order to avoid the challenges of
recruiting and managing trained annotators, Satyam lever-
ages AMT workers, but automates generation of customized
web-UIs, quality control and HIT management.
High-level Specification. A key challenge in using AMT
arises because the HIT is too low-level of an abstraction
1The Satyam portal (Satyam Portal) is functional, but has not
yet been released for public use.
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Figure 1: Examples of Satyam Results on Detection, Segmen-
tation, and Tracking.
for large-scale groundtruth collection. Satyam elevates the
abstraction for groundtruth collection by observing that
machine vision tasks naturally fall into a small number
of categories (§3), e.g., classification (labeling objects
in an image or a video), detection (identifying objects
by drawing bounding boxes), segmentation (marking
pixels corresponding to areas of interest) and a few others
described in §3. Satyam allows users to specify their
groundtruth requirements by providing customizable
specification templates for each of these tasks.
Automated Quality Control. Satyam automates quality con-
trol in the face of an untrained workforce and eliminates
the need for manual curation (§4). It requests annotations
from multiple workers for each image/video clip. Based
on the assumption that different workers make indepen-
dent errors in the groundtruth annotation, Satyam employs
novel groundtruth-fusion techniques that identify and piece
together the “correct parts” of the annotations from each
worker, while rejecting the incorrect ones and requesting
additional annotations until the fused result is satisfactory.
Automated HIT Management - Pricing, Creation, Pay-
ment and Worker Filtering. Satyam automates posting
HITs in AMT for each image/video in the specified storage
location until the groundtruth for that image/video has been
obtained. Instrumentation in Satyam’s annotation web-UIs
allow it to measure the time taken for each HIT. Satyam uses
this information to adaptively adjust the price to be paid for
various hits and ensures that it matches the requester’s user-
defined hourly wage rate. Satyam determines whether or not
a worker deserves payment by comparing their work against
the final generated groundtruth and disburses payments to
deserving workers. When recruiting workers, it uses past
performance to filter out under-performing workers.
Implementation and Deployment. Satyam’s implementa-
tion is architected using a collection of cloud functions
that can be auto-scaled, that support asynchronous re-
sult handling with humans in the loop, and that can be
evolved and extended easily. Using an implementation
of Satyam on Azure, we evaluate (§6) various aspects of
Satyam. We find that Satyam’s groundtruth almost per-
fectly matches groundtruth from well known publicly avail-
able image/video data sets such as KITTI (Geiger et al.,
2012) which were annotated by experts or by using sophis-
ticated equipment. Further, ML models re-trained using
Satyam groundtruth perform identically with the same mod-
els re-trained with these benchmark datasets. We have used
Satyam for over a year launching over 162,000 HITs on
AMT to over 12,000 unique workers.
Examples of groundtruth generated by Satyam. Figure 1
show examples of the groundtruth generated by Satyam for
detection, segmentation, and tracking, and how these com-
pare with groundtruth from benchmark datasets. More exam-
ples are available in Figures 14, 15 and 16 and at (Tracking;
Detection).
2 SATYAM OVERVIEW
Satyam is designed to minimize friction for non-expert users
when collecting groundtruth for ML-based machine vision
systems. It uses AMT but eliminates the need for users to
develop complex Web-UIs or manually intervene in quality
control or HIT management.
2.1 Design Goals
We now briefly describe the key design goals that shaped
the architectural design of Satyam.
Ease of use. Satyam’s primary design goal is ease of use.
Satyam users should only be required to provide a high-level
declarative specification of ground-truth collection: what
kind of ground-truth is needed (e.g., class labels, bound-
ing boxes), for which set of images/videos, how much the
user is willing to pay, etc. Satyam should not require user
intervention in designing UIs, assessing result quality, or
ensuring the appropriate HIT price, etc., but must perform
these automatically.
Scalability. Satyam will be used by multiple concurrent
users, each running several different ground-truth collection
activities. Each activity in turn might spawn several tens of
thousands of requests to workers, and each request might
involve generating web user interfaces, assessing results,
and spawning additional requests, all of which might involve
significant compute and storage.
Asynchronous Operation. Because Satyam relies on hu-
mans in the loop, its design needs to be able to tolerate
large and unpredictable delays. Workers may complete
some HITs within a few seconds of launch, or may take
days to process HITs.
Evolvability. In designing algorithms for automating
ground truth collection, Satyam needs to take several design
dimensions into account: the requirements of the user, the
constraints of the underlying AMT platform, variability in
worker capabilities, and the complexity of assessing visual
annotation quality. These algorithms are complex, and will
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Figure 2: Satyam’s jobs, tasks and HITs
evolve over time, and Satyam’s design must accommodate
this evolution.
Extensibility. ML for machine vision is rapidly evolving
and future users will need new kinds of groundtruth data
which Satyam must be able to accommodate.
2.2 Satyam Abstractions
Satyam achieves ease of use and asynchronous operation by
introducing different abstractions to represent logical units
of work in groundtruth annotation (depicted in Figure 2).
Satyam-job. Users specify their groundtruth collection
requirements at a high-level as a Satyam-job, which has sev-
eral parameters: the set of images/video clips, the kind of
groundtruth desired (e.g., bounding rectangles for cars), pay-
ment rate ($/image or $/hour), the AMT requester account
information to manage HITs on the user’s behalf, etc. At
any instant, Satyam might be running multiple Satyam-jobs.
Satyam-tasks. Satyam renders jobs to Satyam-tasks,
which represent the smallest unit of groundtruth work sent
to a worker. For example, a Satyam-task might consist of a
single image in which a worker is asked to annotate all the
bounding rectangles and their classes (§1), or a short video
clip in which a worker is asked to track one or more objects.
A single Satyam-job might spawn hundreds to several tens
of thousands of Satyam-tasks.
HIT. A HIT is an AMT abstraction for the smallest unit
of work for which a worker is paid. Satyam decouples
HITs from Satyam-tasks, for two reasons. First, Satyam
may batch multiple Satyam-tasks in a HIT. For example,
it might show a worker 20 different images (each a different
Satyam-task) and ask her to classify the images as a part of
a single HIT. Batching increases the price per HIT thereby
incentivizing workers more, and also increases worker
throughput. Second, it allows a single Satyam-task to be
associated with multiple HITs, one per worker: this permits
Satyam to obtain groundtruth for the same image from
multiple workers to ensure high quality results.
2.3 Satyam Architecture
Satyam is architected as a collection of components (Fig-
ure 4) each implemented as a cloud function (e.g., an Azure
function or an Amazon lambda) communicating through
persistent storage. This design achieves several of Satyam’s
goals. Each component can be scaled and evolved indepen-
dently. Components can be triggered by users requesting
new jobs or workers completing HITs and can thereby ac-
commodate asynchronous operation. Finally, only some
components need to be modified in order to extend Satyam
to new types of ground truth collection.
Satyam’s components can be grouped into three high-level
functional units, as shown in Figure 4: Job Rendition, Qual-
ity Control and HIT Management. We describe these compo-
nents, and their functional units, in the subsequent sections.
Job Rendition. This functional unit raises the level of ab-
straction groundtruth collection (Section 3). It is responsible
for translating the user’s high level groundtruth collection
requirements to AMT HITs and then compiling the AMT
worker results into a presentable format for users. Users
primarily interact with the Job-Submissions Portal (Satyam
Portal) where they submit their groundtruth collection re-
quirements. Submitted jobs are written to the Job-Table.
Based on the job descriptions in the Job-Table, the Pre-
processor may perform data manipulations such as splitting
videos into smaller chunks. The Task Generator decom-
poses the Satyam-job into Satyam-tasks, one for each im-
age/video chunk. The Task Portal is a web application that
dynamically renders Satyam-tasks into web pages (based
on their specifications) displayed to AMT workers. Finally,
Groundtruth Compilation assembles the final results from
the workers for the entire job and provides them to Satyam
users as a JSON format file.
Quality Control. AMT workers are typically untrained
in groundtruth collection tasks and Satyam has little or
no direct control over them. Further, some of the workers
might even be bots intending to commit fraud (mturk-spam).
The quality control components are responsible for ensuring
that the groundtruth generated by Satyam is of high quality.
In order to achieve this, Satyam sends the same task to
multiple non-colluding workers and combines their results.
The Result Aggregator identifies and fuses the “accurate
parts” of workers’ results while rejecting the “inaccurate
parts” using groundtruth fusion algorithms described in §4.
For certain tasks, the Aggregator might determine that it
requires more results to arrive at a conclusive high quality
result. In that case, it presents the task to more workers
until a high quality groundtruth is produced. The Results
Evaluator compares fused results with the individual
worker’s results to determine whether the worker performed
acceptably or not and indicates this in the Result-Table.
HIT-Management. These components directly interact
with the Amazon AMT platform and manage HITs through
their life-cycle (§5). The HIT Generator reads the task table
and launches HITs in AMT and always ensures that there
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Job Category Descrip�on Coverage
Image Classifica�on Select class name of displayed image 22.5%
Video Classifica�on Select class name of displayed video 5.3%
Object Detec�on
Draw/edit bounding boxes and select 
class labels for each object of 
interest in an image
25.9%
Object Tracking
Draw/edit bounding boxes and select 
class labels for each object of 
interest in an image
10.9%
Object Segmenta�on Draw arbitrary polygons around various areas of interest in an image 33.1%
Object Coun�ng Count the number of objects in an image or a video clip 0%
OCR Recognize texts in an image 2.1%
Figure 3: Satyam Job Categories Figure 4: Overview of the Satyam’s components
are no unfinished tasks with no HITs. It is also responsible
for adaptive pricing – adaptively adjusting the HIT price by
measuring the median time to task completion, and worker
filtering – ensuring that under-performing workers are not
recruited again. The HIT Payments component reads the
results table and pays workers who have completed a task
acceptably, while rejecting payments for those who have
not. The Task Purge component removes tasks from the task
table that have already been aggregated, so that they are not
launched as HITs again and the HIT Disposer removes any
pending HITs for a completed job.
3 JOB RENDITION
To achieve ease of use, Satyam needs to provide users with
an expressive high-level specification framework for ground
truth collection. Satyam leverages the observation that, in
the past few years, the machine vision community has or-
ganized its efforts around a few well-defined categories of
vision tasks: classification, detection or localization, track-
ing, segmentation, and so forth. Satyam’s job specification
is based on the observation that different ground truth collec-
tion within the same vision task category (e.g., classification
of vehicles vs. classification of animals) share significant
commonality, while ground-truth collection for different
vision task categories (e.g., classifying vehicles vs. tracking
vehicles) are qualitatively different.
Job Categories. Satyam defines a small number of job
categories where each category has similar ground-truth
collection requirements. Users can customize groundtruth
collection by parameterizing a job category template. For
example, to collect class label groundtruth for vehicles (e.g.,
car, truck, etc.), a user would select an image classification
job template and specify the various vehicle class labels.
Templatizing job categories also enables Satyam to automate
all steps of ground-truth collection. The web UIs presented
to AMT workers for different ground truth collection jobs
in the same category (e.g., classification) are similar, so
Satyam can automatically generate these from Web-UI
templates. Moreover, quality control algorithms for ground
truth collection in the same category are similar (modulo
Figure 5: Image Classification Task Page
Figure 6: Object Counting Task Page
simple parametrization), so Satyam can also automate these.
To determine which job categories to support, we examined
the top 400 publicly available groundtruth datasets used
by machine vision researchers (YACVID) and categorized
them with respect to the Web-UI requirements for obtaining
the groundtruth (Figure 3). The coverage column indicates
the fraction of datasets falling into each category. Satyam
currently supports the first six categories in Figure 3, which
together account for the groundtruth requirements of more
than 98.1% of popular datasets in machine vision. We now
briefly describe a few of the most used currently available
templates in Satyam.
Image and Video Classification. The desired groundtruth
in this category is the label (or labels), from among a list of
provided class labels, that most appropriately describes the
image/video. Class labels can describe objects in images
such as cars or pedestrians and actions in video clips such
as walking, running, and dancing. Satyam users customize
(Figure 5) the corresponding job templates by providing the
list of class labels and a link or description for them. To
the workers, the web-UI displays the image/video clip with
the appropriate instructions and a radio button list of class
labels.
Satyam
Figure 7: Object Detection and Local-
ization Task Page
Figure 8: Object Segmentation Task
Page
Figure 9: Multi-Object Tracking Task
Page
Object Counting in Images and Videos. The desired
groundtruth for this job category is a count of objects of a
certain class, or of events in an image or video (e.g., the num-
ber of cars in a parking lot or the number of people entering
a certain mall or airport). The user provides a description
of the object/event. In the web-UI, the worker is shown an
image/video clip (Figure 6), and the description provided of
the object/event of interest, for which the worker is asked to
provide a count.
Object Detection in Images. The desired groundtruth in
this category is a set of bounding boxes on an image mark-
ing parts of interest in the image, along with a class label
that most appropriately describes each box. Users spec-
ify (Figure 7) the object classes for which workers should
draw bounding boxes describing areas within each image
that need to be annotated. Workers see an image with a
radio button list of object classes, using which the workers
can select one class to draw/edit bounding boxes around all
objects of the same class, e.g., all pedestrians in a traffic
surveillance image, in one shot.
For example, in a traffic surveillance scene, the objects of in-
terest might be all the cars and pedestrians. The groundtruth
required for such algorithms for each image, is the set of
all bounding boxes enclosing the objects of interest and
their respective category names. To support these cases we
provide a template that generates a web-UI where workers
are displayed an image and can draw/edit bounding boxes
around objects of interest (using the mouse). A radio button
list of the categories helps the workers categorize the object
as well. Satyam users customize this template by specifying
the categories of interest. The users may also specify a set
of polygons describing the various areas of interest within
the images.
Object Segmentation in Images. The desired groundtruth
in this category is pixel-level annotations of various ob-
jects/areas of interest (e.g., people, cars, the sky). This
template is similar to the object detection template except
that it lets workers annotate arbitrary shapes by drawing a
set of polygons (Figure 8).
Object Tracking in Videos. The desired groundtruth in this
category, an extension of object detection to videos, requires
bounding boxes for each distinct object/event of interest in
successive frames of a video clip. This groundtruth can
be used to train object trackers. Satyam users can select
(Figure 9) the video tracking job category, and specify the
object classes that need to be tracked, instructions to workers
on how to track them, what frame rate the video should be
annotated at, and polygons that delineate areas of interest
within frames. Workers are presented (Figure 9) with a short
video sequence, together with the categories of interest, and
can annotate bounding boxes for each object on each frame
of the video. For annotation, we have modified an existing
open source video annotation tool (Vatic) and integrated it
into Satyam.
Job Rendition Components. When a user wishes to ini-
tiate ground truth collection, she uses the Job Submission
Portal to select a job category template, and fills in the pa-
rameters required for that template. Beyond the category
specific parameters described above, users provide a cloud
storage location containing the images or videos to be anno-
tated, and indicate the price they are willing to pay. After
the user submits the job specification, the Portal generates a
globally unique ID (GUID) for the job, and stores the job de-
scription in the Job-Table. Then, the following components
perform job rendition.
Pre-processor. After a job is submitted via the Job Submis-
sion portal, the images/video clips might need to be pre-
processed. In our current implementation, Satyam supports
preprocessing for video annotations. Specifically, large
videos (greater than 3 second duration) are broken into
smaller chunks (with a small overlap between successive
chunks to facilitate reconstruction or stitching, see below)
to diminish cognitive load on workers. They are then down-
sampled based on user’s requirements, and converted into a
browser-friendly format (e.g., MP4).
Task Generator. This component creates a Satyam-task for
each image or video chunk. A Satyam-task encapsulates
all the necessary information (image/video URI, user cus-
tomizations, the associated Job-GUID, etc.) required to
render a web-page for the image/video clip. The Satyam-
task is stored as a JSON string in the Task-Table. The Task
Table stores additional information regarding the task, such
as the number of workers who have attempted it.
Satyam
Figure 10: Amazon MTurk HITs Web Portal
Task Web-UI Portal. An AMT worker sees HITs listed by
the title of the template and the price promised for com-
pleting the HIT (Figure 10). (At any given instant, Satyam
can be running multiple Satyam-jobs for each supported
template). When the worker accepts a HIT, she is directed
to the Satyam Task Web-UI Portal, which dynamically gen-
erates a web page containing one or more Satyam-tasks. For
example, Figure 9 shows a Web-UI page for the tracking
templates. The generated web page appears as an IFrame
within the AMT website. When the worker submits the HIT,
the results are entered into the Result-Table and AMT is
notified of the HIT completion.
When dynamically generating the web page, Satyam needs
to determine which Satyam-tasks to present to the worker.
Listing HITs only by task portal and by price allows delayed
binding of a worker to Satyam-tasks. Satyam uses this
flexibility to (a) achieve uniform progress on Satyam-tasks
and (b) avoid issuing the same task to the same worker.
When a worker picks a HIT for template T and price p,
Satyam selects that Satyam-task with the same T and p
which has been worked upon the least (using a random
choice to break ties). There is on exception to this least-
worked-on approach. Satyam may need to selectively finish
aggregating a few tasks to gather statistics for dynamic price
adjustment (described later). In such instances, the least-
worked-on mechanism and randomization is restricted to a
smaller subgroup rather than the whole task pool, so that the
subgroup completes quickly. To avoid issuing the same task
to the same worker, Satyam can determine, from the task
table, if the worker has already worked on this task (it may
present the same task to multiple workers to improve result
quality, §4). A single HIT may contain multiple Satyam-
tasks, so Satyam repeats this procedure until enough tasks
have been assigned to the HIT.
Groundtruth Compilation. Once all the tasks correspond-
ing to a job have been purged (§5), this component compiles
all the aggregated results corresponding to this job into a
JSON file, stores that file at a user-specified location and
notifies the user. Before ground-truth compilation, Satyam
may need to post-process the results. Specifically, for video-
based job categories like tracking, Satyam must stitch video
chunks together to get one seamless groundtruth for the
video. We omit the details of the stitching algorithm, but it
uses the same techniques as the groundtruth-fusion tracking
algorithm (§4.2) to associate elements in one chunk with
those in overlapped frames in the next chunk.
4 QUALITY CONTROL
Satyam’s quality control relies on the wisdom of the
crowds (Surowiecki, 2005): when a large enough number
of non-colluding workers independently agree on an obser-
vation, it must be “close” to the groundtruth. To achieve
this Satyam solicits groundtruth for the same image/video
clip from multiple workers and only accepts elements of the
groundtruth that have been corroborated by multiple work-
ers. For instance, in a detection task with several bounding
boxes, only those, for which at least 3 workers have drawn
similar bounding boxes, are accepted.
Figure 11 depicts Satyam’s quality control loop. One in-
stance of the loop is applied to each Satyam-task. Satyam
first sends the same task to nmin workers to obtain their
results. nmin depends on the job category and is typically
higher for more complex tasks (described in more detail
below). In the groundtruth-fusion step, Satyam attempts to
corroborate and fuse each groundtruth element (e.g., bound-
ing box) using a job category specific groundtruth-fusion
algorithm. If the fraction of corroborated elements in an
image/video clip is less than the coverage threshold (ηcov),
Satyam determines that more results need to be solicited
and relaunches more HITs, one at a time. For some im-
ages/videos, even for humans, agreeing on groundtruth
maybe difficult. For such tasks we place a maximum limit
nmax (20 in our current implementation) on the number
workers we solicit groundtruth from. The task is marked
“aggregated” and removed from the task list either if we
reach the maximum limit or if the fraction of corroborated
elements exceeds ηcov .
4.1 Dominant Compact Cluster
All the groundtruth-fusion algorithms in Satyam are based
on finding the Dominant Compact Cluster (DCC) which
represents the set of similar results that the largest number
of workers agree on. If the number of elements in the
dominant compact set is greater than ncorr, the groundtruth
for that element is deemed as corroborated.
Definition. Suppose that n workers have generated n
versions of the groundtruth E1, E2, ..., En for a particular
element in the image/video (as in Figure 12 where each of
the 4 workers has drawn bounding box around the orange
car). For each job category, we define a distance metric
D(Ei, Ej) that is higher the more dissimilar Ei and Ej are.
A fusion function Ffusion(E1, E2, · · · , Ek) = Efused
specifies how different versions of the groundtruths can be
combined into one (e.g., by averaging multiple bounding
boxes into one). All groundtruth-fusion algorithms start by
Satyam
Figure 11: Quality Control Loop in
Satyam
Figure 12: Example groundtruth fu-
sion in Multi-object Detection
Figure 13: Groundtruth fusion in Multi-
object Tracking is a 3-D extension of
Multi-object detection
clustering E1, E2, · · · , En based on D while guaranteeing
that none of the elements of its cluster is farther than τ
distance from the fused element i.e., D(Efused, Ek) < τ
for all Ek within a cluster. τ , the compactness constraint,
ensures that the clusters do not have any results that are too
dissimilar from each other. After the clustering, the cluster
with the most number of elements is deemed the dominant
compact cluster and Efused computed over this cluster is
deemed the cluster head.
Greedy Hierarchical Clustering to find DCC. Finding
DCC is NP-Hard, so we use greedy hierarchical clustering.
We start with n clusters, the ith cluster having the one ele-
ment Ei. At each step, two clusters with the closest cluster
heads are merged, provided that the merged cluster does not
violate the compactness constraint. The clustering stops as
soon as clusters cannot be merged any longer.
Variations across different templates. While finding the
DCC is common across all groundtruth-fusion algorithms,
the specific values and functions such as nmin, D(Ei, Ej),
ncorr, Ffusion, ηcov and τ are different for each fusion
algorithm. In the rest of this section, we describe the various
choices we use for these values and functions.
4.2 Fusion Details
Image and Video Classification. For this template, Satyam
uses a super-majority criterion, selecting that class for which
the fraction of workers that agree on the class exceeds β ∈
(0, 1) (we chose β = 0.7, §6.8). This is equivalent to the
DCC algorithm with the distance function D = 0 if two
workers choose the same category and ∞ if they do not,
τ = 0, and ncorr = βn, where n is the number of results.
Counting in Images/Videos. Given n counts, by n work-
ers, our goal is to robustly remove all the outliers and
arrive at a reliable count. We use DCC for this, with
D(Ci, Cj) = |Ci − Cj | where Ci and Cj are the counts
from the ith and jth workers. Ffusion is chosen as the aver-
age of all the counts. τ = b(C)c, where C is the average
count of the cluster, i.e., two counts are deemed to be similar
only if their deviation is less than ± fraction of the average
count. We chose  = 0.1 in our implementation. nmin and
nmax are chosen to be 10 and 20 respectively (§6.8).
Object Detection in Images. To provide intuition into the
groundtruth fusion algorithm for this template we use the ex-
ample in Figure 12, where four workers have drawn bound-
ing boxes around cars in an image. The jth bounding box
drawn by the ith worker is represented by Bij . A worker
may not draw bounding boxes for all cars (e.g., W2 and
W4), and two different workers may draw bounding boxes
on the same image in a different order (e.g., W1 draws a
box around the red car first, but W3 does it last). Further-
more, workers may not draw bounding boxes consistently:
W3’s box around the orange car is off-center and box B11 is
not tightly drawn around the red car. Our fusion algorithm,
designed to be robust to these variations.
Bounding Box Association. Since different workers might
draw boxes in a different order, we first find the correspon-
dence between the boxes drawn by the different workers.
In Figure 12, this corresponds to grouping the boxes in
the three sets G1 = {B11, B22, B33}, G2 = {B12, B31, B41}
and, G3 = {B13, B21, B32, B42} where each set has boxes
belonging to the same car. We model this problem as a mul-
tipartite matching problem where each partition corresponds
to the bounding boxes of a worker, and the goal is to match
bounding boxes of each worker for the same car.
To determine the matching, we use a similarity metric, In-
tersection over Union (IoU), between two bounding boxes,
which is the ratio of intersection of the two bounding boxes
to their union. Since the matching problem is NP-Hard, we
use an iterative greedy approach. For a total of N bounding
boxes, we start with N sets with one bounding box per set.
At each iteration, we merge the two sets with the highest
average similarity while ensuring that a set may have only
one bounding box from a partition. The algorithm termi-
nates when there are no more sets that can be merged. In the
end, each set corresponds to all the boxes drawn by different
workers for one distinct object in the image.
Satyam
Applying groundtruth-fusion on each object. Once we
know the set of bounding boxes that correspond to each
other, we can use DCC for fusion. Let bounding box Bi =〈
xtli , y
tl
i , x
br
i , y
br
i
〉
where (xtli , ytli ) and (xbri , ybri ) are the top
left and bottom right pixel coordinates respectively. We
choose D(Bi, Bj) = max(|xtli − xtlj |,|ytli − ytlj |,|xbri − xbrj |,
|ybri −ybrj |), ncorr = 3, τ = 15 (pixels), ncov = 0.9, nmin = 5,
nmax = 20. The fusion-function Ffusion generates a fused
bounding box as the average of each of top-left and bottom-
right pixel coordinates of all the bounding boxes being fused.
Thus, in order to be similar, none of the corners of the
boundaries must deviate by more than τ pixels along the x
or y axis. The minimum number of workers to corroborate
each box is 3 and 90% of the boxes need to corroborated
before the quality control loop terminates. We arrived at
these parameters through a sensitivity analysis (§6.8).
Object Segmentation in Images. The fusion algorithm
used for image segmentation is almost identical to that used
for multi-object detection except that bounding boxes are
replaced by segments: arbitrary collections of pixels. Thus,
while associating segments instead of bounding boxes, the
IoU metric is computed by considering individual pixels
common to the two segments. For Ffusion, a pixel is in-
cluded in the fused segment only if it was included in the an-
notations of at least 3 different workers. We use τ = 1/0.3,
ncorr = 3, nmin = 10, nmax = 20 and ηcov = 0.9.
Object Tracking in Videos. Fusion algorithm for multi-
object tracking simply extends that used for multi-object
detection to determine a fused bounding volume, a 3-D
extension of bounding box (as shown in Figure 13). We
extend the definition of IoU to a bounding volume by com-
puting and summing intersections and unions over each
frame, deemed 3D-IoU. For Ffusion, we average the bound-
ing boxes across users at each frame independently; this
is because different workers may start and end the track at
different frames. We use τ = 1/0.3, ncorr = 3, nmin = 5,
nmax = 20 and ηcov = 0.9.
4.3 Result Evaluation
After all the results for a task have been fused, Satyam
approves and pays or rejects each worker’s HIT (§5).
For image and video classification, Satyam approves all
HITs in which the worker’s selected class matches that
of the aggregated result. When no class label achieves a
super-majority (§4.2), it ranks all classes in descending
order of the number of workers who selected them, then
chooses the minimum number of categories such that the
combined number of workers that selected them is a super-
majority, and approves all their HITs. For counting, Satyam
approves each worker whose counting error is within  of
the fused count (§4.2). For object detection, segmentation
and tracking, Satyam approves each worker whose work
has contributed to most of the objects in the image/video.
Specifically, Satyam approves a worker if the bounding
boxes generated by the worker were in more than half of the
dominant compact clusters (§4.2) for objects in the image.
5 HIT MANAGEMENT
These components manage the interactions between Satyam
and AMT such as launching HITs for the tasks, estimating
and adapting the price of HITs to match user specifications,
filtering under-performing workers, submitting results to
the quality control component, and finally, making/rejecting
payments for tasks that have completed.
HIT Generator. This component creates HITs in AMT us-
ing the web-service API that AMT provides (MTurk SDK)
and associates these HITs with an entry in the HIT-Table
(which also contains pricing metadata, as well as job/task
identification). It ensures that every unfinished task in the
Satyam-task table has at least one HIT associated with it
in AMT. It does this by comparing the number of unfin-
ished tasks in the Task-Table for each GUID and price level
against the number of unfinished HITs in the HIT-Table and
determines the deficit. Because a single HIT may comprise
multiple tasks, Satyam computes the number of extra HITs
needed to fill any deficit and launches them. To determine
which HITs have been worked on, as soon as a worker
submits a HIT, Satyam records this in the HIT-Table.
HIT Price Adaptation. Several organizational and state
laws require hourly minimum wage payments. Moreover,
hourly wages are easier for users to specify. However, pay-
ments in AMT are disbursed at the granularity of a HIT.
Thus, Satyam must be able to estimate the “reasonable”
time taken to do a HIT and translate it to price per HIT
based on the desired hourly rate. The time taken for a HIT
can vary from a few seconds to several minutes and depends
on three factors: (a) the type of the template (e.g., segmen-
tation tasks take much longer than classification tasks); (b)
even within the same template, more complex jobs can take
longer e.g., scenes with more cars at a busy intersection; (c)
finally, different workers work at different rates.
To estimate HIT completion times, Satyam instruments the
web-UIs provided to workers and measures the time taken
by the worker on the HIT. As each job progresses, Satyam
continuously estimates the median time to HIT completion
per job (considering only approved HITs). It uses this value
to adjust the price for each future HIT in this particular job.
Using this, Satyam’s price per HIT converges to conform to
hourly minimum wage payments (§6).
Satyam HIT Payments. Once a task is aggregated, deserv-
ing workers must be paid. Satyam relies on the fusion algo-
rithms to determine whether a result should be accept-ed or
not (§4). A single HIT may include multiple Satyam-tasks;
Satyam
Satyam’s HIT Payments component computes the fraction
of accepted results in a HIT across all of these tasks and
pays the worker if this fraction is above a threshold.
Worker Filtering. Worker performance can vary across
templates (e.g., good at classification but not segmentation),
and across jobs within a given template (e.g., good for less
complex scenes but not for more complex ones). To mini-
mize rejected payments, Satyam tracks worker performance
and avoids recruiting them for tasks they might perform
poorly at. To do this, as Satyam rejects payments to unde-
serving workers for a certain task, it tracks worker approval
rates (using the AMT-supplied opaque workerID) for each
job and does not serve HITs to workers that have low ap-
proval rates (lower than 50% in our implementation). While
serving HITs to workers with past high performance history
allows Satyam to be efficient, Satyam must also explore
and be able to discover new workers. Thus, Satyam allows
workers with good approval rates to work on 80% of the
HITs, reserving the rest for workers for whom it does not
have any history. As shown in our evaluations 6.7, worker
filtering results in much fewer overall rejections.
Satyam Task Purge. This component, triggered whenever
a result is aggregated, removes completed tasks from the
Task Table so that they no longer show up in any future
HITs.
6 EVALUATION
We have implemented all components (Figure 4) of Satyam
on Azure. Our implementation is 13635 lines of C# code.
Using this, we evaluate Satyam by comparing the fidelity
of its groundtruth against public ML benchmark datasets.
In these benchmarks, groundtruth was curated/generated by
trained experts or by using specialized equipment in con-
trolled settings. To demonstrate Satyam’s effectiveness in a
real world deployment we generate a data set by extracting
images from four video surveillance streams at major traffic
intersections in two US cities.
We evaluate Satyam along the following dimensions: (a)
The quality of ground truth obtained by Satyam compared
with that available in popular benchmark data sets; (b) The
accuracy of deep neural networks trained using groundtruth
obtained by Satyam compared with those trained using
benchmark data sets; (c) The efficacy of fine-tuning in a
deployed real-world vision-based system; (d) The cost and
time to obtain groundtruth data using Satyam and; (e) The
efficacy of our adaptive pricing and worker filtering algo-
rithms (f) The sensitivity of groundtruth-fusion algorithms
to parameters.
6.1 ML Benchmark Datasets
Image Classification (ImageNet-10). We create this
dataset by picking all the images corresponding to 10 classes
commonly seen in video surveillance cameras from the Im-
ageNet (Deng et al., 2009) dataset. Our dataset contains
12,482 images covering these classes: cat, dog, bicycle,
lorry-truck, motorcycle, SUV, van, female person and male
person.
Video Classification (JHMDB-10). For this data set we
pick all the video clips from the JHMDB (Jhuang et al.,
2013) data set corresponding to to 10 common human activ-
ities: clap, jump, pick, push, run, sit, stand, throw, walk and,
wave (a total of 411 video clips).
Counting in Images (CAPRK-1). We create this data set
by selecting 164 drone images taken from one parking lot
from CAPRK (Hsieh et al., 2017) (a total of 3,616 cars).
Object Detection in Images (KITTI-Object). We create
this data set by considering 3 out of 8 classes (cars, pedestri-
ans and cyclists) in the KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012) data
set with 8000 images (a total of 20,174 objects.). The
groundtruth in KITTI established using LiDAR mounted on
the car.
Object Segmentation in Images (PASCAL-VOC-Seg).
PASCAL-VOC (Everingham et al., 2015) is a standardized
image dataset for object classification, detection, segmenta-
tion, action classification, and person layout. We create this
data set by choosing 353 images from the PASCAL-VOC
(Everingham et al., 2015) data set that have segmentation
labels, including the groundtruth of both class- and instance-
level segmentation, corresponding to a total of 841 objects
of 20 different classes.
Tracking in Videos (KITTI-Trac). For this dataset we
chose all 21 video clips that were collected from a moving
car from KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012) (about 8000 frames),
but evaluate tracks only for 2 classes – cars and pedestrians.
During the pre-processing step, these 21 video clips were
broken into 276 chunks of length 3 seconds each with a 0.5
second overlap between consecutive chunks.
Traffic Surveillance Video Stream Data (SURV). We ex-
tracted images at 1 frame/minute from the video streams of
4 live HD quality traffic surveillance cameras, over one week
(7 days) between 7:00 am and 7:00 pm each day. These cam-
eras are located at major intersections in two U.S cities. We
label the dataset corresponding to each of the four cameras
as SURV-1, SURV-2, SURV-3 and SURV-4 respectively.
6.2 Quality of Satyam Groundtruth
To demonstrate that Satyam groundtruth is comparable to
that in the ML benchmarks, we launched a job in Satyam
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Figure 14: Example Results of Satyam
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Figure 15: Example Results of Satyam
Segmentation from PASCAL
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Figure 16: Example Results of Satyam
Tracking from KITTI
Video Image Object Image
Classifica�on Classifica�on Coun�ng Segmenta�on
Dataset JHMDB-10 ImageNet-10 CARPK-1 KITTI-Obj PASCAL-VOC-Seg KITTI-Trac
# Objects Annotated 411 12482 3616 20174 841 1845
Precision 99.29% 98.56% 96.92% 99.01% 94.77% 94.61%
Recall 99.22% 99.16% N/A 97.13% 94.65% 95.86%
Median Latency [hrs] 7.4 8.75 9.5 170.69 72.5 64.2
Latency/Object [sec] 64.82 2.5 9.46 30.46 310.34 125.27
Avg. # Paid Results / Task 2.94 5.38 6.89 8.61 8.26 11.74
Median Time/Task [sec] 8.7 5.67 32.57 46.86 172.5 557
Mean # Objects/Task 1 1 22.04 2.52 2.38 6.68
Median Time/Object [sec] 8.7 5.67 1.48 18.6 72.48 83.38
Person-Seconds/Object 25.58 30.5 10.18 160.11 598.68 978.92
Detec�on Tracking
Figure 17: Satyam Accuracy, Latency, and Cost
for each of the six benchmark data sets described in Fig-
ure 17. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show some examples of
groundtruth obtained using Satyam for detection, segmen-
tation and tracking templates respectively. For this com-
parison, we evaluate match-precision (the degree to which
Satyam’s groundtruth matches that of the benchmark) and
match-recall (the degree to which Satyam’s workers identify
groundtruth elements in the benchmark).
Figure 17 summarizes Satyam’s accuracy for the various
templates relative to the benchmarks. Satyam has uni-
formly high match-precision (95-99%) and high match-
recall (>95%) for the relevant benchmarks. We find that
Satyam often deviates from the benchmark because there
are fundamental limits achieving accuracy with respect to
popular benchmark data sets, for two reasons. First, some
of the benchmarks were annotated/curated by human experts
and have a small fraction of errors or ambiguous annotations
themselves. Some of the ambiguity, especially in classifica-
tion, arises from linguistic confusion between class labels
(e.g., distinguishing between van and truck). Second, in oth-
ers that were generated using specialized equipment (e.g.,
LiDAR), part of the generated groundtruth is not perceivable
to human eye itself. In the rest of this section, we describe
our methodology for each job category and elaborate on
these fundamental limits.
Image Classification. Satyam groundtruth for ImageNet-
10 has a match-precision of 98.5% and a match-recall of
99.1%. The confusion matrix (Figure 19) for all the 10
categories in ImageNet-10, shows that the largest source of
mismatch is from 10% of vans in ImageNet being classified
as lorry-trucks by Satyam. We found that all of vehicles
categorized as vans in ImageNet are in fact food or delivery
trucks (e.g., Figure 18), indicating linguistic confusion on
the part of workers. The only other significant off-diagonal
entry in Figure 19 at 1.6% results from linguistic confusion
Figure 18: Linguistic confusion between van and truck
between Vans and SUVs. Discounting these two sources of
error, Satyam matches 99.9% of the groundtruth.
Video Classification. Satyam’s groundtruth for this cate-
gory set has a match-precision and match recall exceeding
99%. The confusion matrix (Figure 20) for the 10 cate-
gories in JHMDB-10 reveals only 3 mismatches compared
to the benchmark groundtruth. We examined each case, and
found that the errors resulted from class label confusion
or from incorrectly labeled groundtruth in the benchmark:
a person picking up his shoes was labeled as standing in-
stead of picking; a person moving fast to catch a taxi was
labeled as walking instead of running; and finally a person
who was picking up garbage bags and throwing them into
a garbage truck was labeled as picking up in JHMDB-10,
while Satyam’s label was throwing. Discounting these cases,
Satyam matches 100% with the groundtruth.
Counting in Images. Satyam’s car counts deviate from
the CAPRK-I benchmark’s count groundtruths by 3% (Fig-
ure 17), which corresponds to an error of 1 car in a parking
lot with 30 cars. This arises because of cars that are only
partially visible in the image (e.g., Figure 21), and workers
were unsure whether to include these cars in the count or
not. By inspecting the images we found that between 3 and
10% of the cars in each image were partially visible.
Object Detection in Images. For quantifying the accuracy
for this template, we adopt the methodology recommended
by the KiTTI benchmark – two bounding boxes are said
to match if their IoU is higher than a threshold. Satyam
has a high match-precision of 99% and match-recall of
97% (Figure 17). The match-recall is expected to be lower
than match-precision: the LiDAR mounted on KITTI’s data
collection vehicle can sometimes detect objects that may
not be visible to the human eye.
Object Segmentation in Images. We use Average Preci-
sion (AP) (Everingham et al., 2015) to quantify the accuracy.
Satyam
Bicycle Cat Dog FemalePerson
Lorry
Truck
Male
Person
Motor
cycle SUV Van
Bicycle 99.92% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Cat 0.00% 99.86% 0.13% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Dog 0.00% 0.14% 99.87% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Female
Person 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 99.77% 0.00% 0.14% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Lorry
Truck 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 90.37% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Male
Person 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.23% 0.00% 99.86% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Motor
cycle 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 99.93% 0.00% 0.00%
SUV 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.14% 0.00% 0.00% 98.40% 0.94%
Van 0.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 9.49% 0.00% 0.07% 1.60% 99.06%
Figure 19: Confusion Matrix of Satyam
Result on ImageNet-10
Clap Jump Pick Push Run Sit Stand Throw Walk Wave
Clap 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Jump 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Pick 0.00% 0.00% 97.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.13% 0.00% 0.00%
Push 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Run 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 97.56% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Sit 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Stand 0.00% 0.00% 2.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Throw 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 97.87% 0.00% 0.00%
Walk 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.44% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00%
Wave 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Figure 20: Confusion Matrix of Satyam
Result on JHMDB
Figure 21: Example of counting error
resulting from partially visible cars
Figure 22: Example of missing segmentation labels from PAS-
CAL. From left to right: raw image, PASCAL label, Satyam
label. Satyam segments a small truck on the top left corner
which was not present in the ground truth.
We use a range of IoUs (0.5-0.95 with steps of 0.05) to com-
pute the average to avoid a bias towards a specific value.
Satyam achieves an AP of 90.03%. We also provide a match-
precision of 94.77% and a match-recall of 94.56% using
an IoU of 0.5. The dominant cause of false positives is
missing annotations in the ground-truth. Figure 22 shows
examples of such missing annotations from PASCAL that
Satyam’s users were able to produce. The primary cause of
false negatives is that our experiments used a lower value
of ηcov than appropriate for this task; we are rectifying this
currently.
Object Tracking in Videos. A track is a sequence of bound-
ing boxes across multiple frames. Consequently, we use the
same match criterion for this template as detection across
all the video frames. As seen from (Figure 17), Satyam has
a match-precision and match-recall of around 95%. To un-
derstand why, we explored worker performance at different
positions in the chunk: we found that, as workers get to the
end of a chunk, they tend not to start tracking new objects.
Decreasing the chunk size and increasing the overlap among
consecutive chunks would increase accuracy, at higher cost.
6.3 Re-training Models using Satyam
A common use case for Satyam is fine-tuning ML models for
improving their performance using data specific to a deploy-
ment (similar to example in Section 1). In this section, we
validate this observation by showing that (Figure 23): a) re-
training ML models using Satyam groundtruth outperforms
off-the-shelf pre-trained models, and b) models retrained
using Satyam groundtruth perform comparably with models
retrained using benchmarks. When re-training and testing a
model, either with Satyam or benchmark groundtruth, we
use standard methodology to train on 80% of the data, and
test on 20%. In all cases, we retrain the last layer using
accepted methodology (Donahue et al., 2013; Retraining).
Image Classification. For this job category, we evaluate
retraining a well-known state-of-the-art image classification
neural network, Inception (V3) (Szegedy et al., 2016). The
original model was pre-trained on ImageNet-1000 (Deng
et al., 2009) for 1000 different classes of objects. Using
this model as-is on ImageNet-10 yields a classification ac-
curacy (F1-score (Goutte & Gaussier, 2005)) of about 60%
(Figure 23). Retraining the models using the ImageNet-
10 groundtruth increases their accuracy to 94.76%, while
retraining on Satyam results in an accuracy of 95.46%.
Object Detection in Images. For this category, we evaluate
YOLO (Redmon et al., 2015), pre-trained on the MS-COCO
dataset. Our measure of accuracy is the mean average pre-
cision (Everingham et al., 2010), a standard metric for ob-
ject detection and localization that combines precision and
recall by averaging precision over all recall values. The
pre-trained YOLO model has high (80%) mean average
precision, but retraining it using KITTI-Object increases
this to 90.1%. Retraining YOLO using Satyam groundtruth
matches KITTI-Object’s performance, with a mean average
precision of 91.0% (Figure 23).
Tracking in Videos. As of this writing, the highest ranked
open-source tracker on the KITTI Tracking Benchmark
leaderboard is MDP (Xiang et al., 2015), so we evaluate
this tracker (with YOLO as the underlying object detec-
tor) using the standard Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy
(MOTA (Bernardin & Stiefelhagen, 2008)) metric, which
also combines precision and recall. MDP using YOLO-
CoCo’s detections achieves a MOTA of 61.83% as depicted
in Figure 23 but fine-tuning Yolo’s last layer using the la-
bels from KITTI and Satyam improve MOTA to 78% and
77.77% respectively. Further investigation reveals that the
improvement in MoTA from fine-tuning was primarily due
to improvement in recall – while precision was already
high (98%) before fine-tuning, recall was only 63.54%. Af-
ter fine-tuning recall improved to 81.70% for KITTI and
83.24% for Satyam.
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Figure 23: Training Performance of
Satyam
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Figure 24: End to End Training using
Satyam Labels
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Figure 25: CDF of Time Spent Per Task
of All Job Categories
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Figure 26: Improvement of performance with fine-tuned
YOLO.
6.4 Satyam In Real-World Deployments
In order to evaluate the impact of using Satyam in the real
world, we extracted images at 1 frame/minute from the
video streams of 4 live HD quality traffic surveillance cam-
eras (labeled SURV-1 to SURV-4), over one week (7 days)
between 7:00 am and 7:00 pm each day. These cameras are
located at major intersections in two U.S cities.
We now show that using Satyam groundtruth to fine-tune ML
models can result in improved classification, detection, and
tracking performance. For this, we use the SURV dataset,
which has surveillance camera images from four intersec-
tions, to obtain ground-truth with Satyam, then re-trained
YOLO-CoCo (Donahue et al., 2013; Retraining) with 80%
of the ground-truth and tested on the remaining 20%.
Satyam re-training can improve YOLO-CoCo performance
uniformly across the four surveillance cameras (Figure 26).
The average precision improves from 52-61% for the pre-
trained models to 73-88% for the fine-tuned models – an
improvement of 20-28%. This validates our assertion that
camera fine-tuning will be essential for practical deploy-
ments, motivating the need for a system like Satyam.
Figure 24 demonstrates that these benefits carry over to other
job categories as well and shows fine-tuning Inception v3 for
classification for one of the cameras, SURV-3. To compute
this result, we used our groundtruth data from SURV-3 for
the detection task, where workers also labeled objects, then
trained Inception to focus on one object type, namely cars.
While the pre-trained Inception model works poorly on
SURV-3, fine-tuning the model results in an almost perfect
classifier. Similarly, fine-tuning also results in an almost
40% improvement in the MOTA metric for the tracker.
6.5 Time-to-Completion and Cost
Figure 17 also shows the median time to complete an en-
tire job, which ranges from 7 hours to 7 days. From this,
we can derive the median latency per object, which ranges
from 2.5 seconds/image for image classification to 125 sec-
onds/object for tracking. That figure also shows the cost
of annotating an object in person-seconds/object: the ac-
tual dollar figure paid is proportional to this (§6.6). By
this metric (Figure 17), image and video classification, and
counting cost few tens of person-seconds/object while de-
tection, segmentation, and tracking require 160, 599, and
978 person-seconds respectively.
6.6 Price Adaptation
Figure 25 is a CDF of the times taken by workers for all the
various job categories in our evaluation. It clearly shows
that the time taken to complete a task can vary by 3 orders
of magnitude across our job categories. Figure 27 depicts
the pdf of the times taken for the same category – counting
task – but for two different data sets i.e., CARPK-1 and
KITTI-Obj. KITTI-Obj has around 10 vehicles on average,
and CARPK around 45 in each image, and the distribution
of worker task completion times varies significantly across
these datasets. (As an aside, both these figures have a long
tail: we have seen several cases where workers start tasks
but sometimes finish it hours later).
These differences motivate price adaptation. To demonstrate
price adaptation in Satyam, we show the temporal evolution
of price per HIT for CARPK-1 and KITTI-Obj in Figure 28.
HIT price for KITTI-Obj converges within 200 results to the
ideal target value (corresponding to median task completion
time). CARPK-1 convergence is slightly slower due to its
larger variability in task completion times (Figure 27).
6.7 Worker Filtering
To evaluate the efficacy of worker filtering ran Satyam with
and without worker filtering turned on for each of the tem-
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Counting Task over Different Datasets
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Figure 28: Adaptive Pricing on Count-
ing Task
Web-UI Template Original A�er Filtering
Image Classifica�on 89.0% 90.3%
Video Classifica�on 88.7% 91.4%
Coun�ng in Images 92.4% 94.0%
Detec�on in Images 75.0% 82.9%
Segmenta�on in Images 65.8% 81.4%
Tracking in Video 68.1% 86.6%
Figure 29: Approval Rates for various
Satyam templates
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Figure 30: Accuracy, Latency and Cost:
Image Classification
Figure 31: Accuracy, Latency and Cost:
Detection
Figure 32: Accuracy, Latency and Cost:
Tracking
plates. Figure 29 shows that for classification, counting
and detection the approval rate is already quite high rang-
ing close to 90% and thus worker filtering brings about a
modest increase in approval rates. For more involved tasks
such as tracking and segmentation, the approval rates show
a dramatic increase from 60% to over 80%.
6.8 Parameter Sensitivity
Satyam’s groundtruth fusion and result evaluation algo-
rithms have several parameters and Figure 17 presents re-
sults for the best parameter choice. We have analyzed the
entire space of parameters to determine the parameters that
Satyam performance most crucially depends upon in terms
of accuracy, latency and cost.
Image classification is sensitive only to two parameters:
nmin, the minimum number of results before aggregation
can commence, and β, the fraction determining the
super-majority. The upper graph in Figure 30 shows how
classification accuracy varies as a function of these two
parameters. Because the cost and latency of groundtruth
collection varies with parameters, the lower graph shows the
cost (blue bars) and the latency (red bars) for each parameter
choice. From this, we can see that when nmin ≥ 3 and
β ≥ 0.7 the accuracy does not improve significantly,
however, cost and latency increase. This indicates that
nmin = 3 and β = 0.7 are good parameter choices, with
high accuracy, while having moderate cost and latency.
We have conducted similar analyses for video classification,
counting, object detection (Figure 31), segmentation, and
tracking (Figure 32). Space constraints preclude a detailed
discussion, but the key conclusions are: (a) All job cate-
gories are sensitive to nmin, the minimum number of results
before Satyam attempts to aggregate results; (b) Each cate-
gory is sensitive to one other parameter. For classification,
this is the β parameter that determines the super-majority
criterion. For counting, it is the error tolerance . For de-
tection and tracking, it is ηcov, the fraction of corroborated
groundtruth elements; and (c) In each case, there exists
a parameter settings at which provides good groundtruth
performance at moderate cost and latency.
7 RELATED WORK
Image recognition using crowdtasking. ImageNet
training data for classification was generated using AMT,
and uses majority voting for consensus (Deng et al., 2009).
Prior work (Su et al., 2012) has also shown crowdtasking
to be successful for detection: unlike Satyam, in this work,
quality control is achieved by using workers to rate other
workers, and majority voting picks the best bounding box.
These use one-off systems to automate HIT management
and consensus, but do not consider payment management.
Satyam achieves comparable performance to these systems
but supports more vision tasks. Third party commercial
crowdtasking systems exist to collect groundtruth for
machine vision (Figure Eight; Spare5). Other approaches
have developed one-off systems built on top of AMT for
more complex vision tasks, including feature generation for
Satyam
sub-class labeling (Deng et al., 2013), and sentence-level
textual descriptions (Krishna et al., 2017; Parameswaran
et al., 2014): more generally, future machine vision systems
will need annotated groundtruth for other complex annota-
tions including scene characterization, activity recognition,
visual story-telling (Kovashka et al., 2016) and we have left
it to future work to extend Satyam to support these.
Crowdtasking cost, quality, and latency. Prior work has
extensively used multiple worker annotations and major-
ity voting to improve quality (Deng et al., 2009; Su et al.,
2012). For binary classification tasks in a one-shot setting,
lower cost solutions exist to achieve high quality (Karger
et al., 2011) or low latency (Krishna et al., 2016). For top-k
classification (e.g., finding the k least blurred images in a
set) several algorithms can be used for improving crowd-
tasking consensus (Zhang et al., 2016). Other work has
explored this cost-quality tradeoff (Garcia-Molina et al.,
2016) in different crowd-tasking settings: de-aliasing entity
descriptions (Verroios et al., 2017; Khan & Garcia-Molina,
2016), or determining answers to a set of questions (Khan
& Garcia-Molina, 2017). Satyam devises novel automated
consensus algorithms for image recognition tasks based on
the degree of pixel overlap between answers.
Crowdtasking platforms. Many marketplaces put workers
in touch with requesters for freelance work (Guru; Free-
lancer; 99designs), for coders (TopCoder), for software test-
ing (Mob4Hire; uTest), or for generic problem solving (In-
nocentive). Satyam adds automation on top of an existing
generic marketplace, AMT. Other systems add similar kinds
of automation, but for different purposes. Turkit (Little et al.,
2009) and Medusa (Ra et al., 2012) provide an imperative
high-level programming language for human-in-the-loop
computations and sensing respectively. Collaborative crowd-
sourcing (Ikeda et al., 2016) automates the decomposition
of more complex tasks into simpler ones, and manages their
execution.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented Satyam, a cloud-based
platform for automating large-scale groundtruth collection
for machine vision applications. Satyam’s groundtruth
matches that of existing ML benchmarks datasets, ML mod-
els retrained with Satyam are as good as those re-trained
with benchmark datasets, and ML models fine-tuned with
Satyam’s groundtruth improve detection accuracy by up to
28% in real deployments over pre-trained models.
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